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Abstract.

We report results on a finite element simulation of a needle-like martensitic microstructure

observed in biaxial loading experiments conducted by Chu and James on single crystals of

the shape-memory alloy Cu-14at.%Al-3.9at.%Ni. This microstructure was observed near

an interface between twinned layers of two variants and a pure variant of martensite. We

used a geometrically nonlinear theory of martensite to model and compute the complex

microstructure by energy minimization with a boundary condition that is compatible with

the microstructure. Our computational model has yielded multiple metastable states that

depend on the initial state of our energy-minimizing iteration. The simulated twinned layers

form branches and bend as they approach the laminate-single variant interface in good

agreement with the experiment of Chu and James.
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Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of a needle-like microstructure near a laminate-single variant interface

(Chu and James). Field of view: 2.5 mm × 1.6 mm.

1. Introduction.

A needle-like microstructure near an interface between twinned layers of two variants

and a pure variant of martensite was observed by Chu and James in a series of biaxial

loading experiments on single crystals of the shape-memory alloy Cu-14at.%Al-3.9at.%Ni

[1–4] (see Fig. 1). The alloy was cut so that the face of the crystal had normal (100) in

the cubic austenite basis. In this article, we report our results of a finite element simulation

of the needle-like microstructure aimed at understanding the mechanism and the physical

properties of the microstructure.

Our simulation used a continuum model based on a geometically nonlinear theory of

martensite [5–9]. Although the Cu-14at.%Al-3.9at.%Ni alloy has six orthorhombic variants,

only two compound variants were observed in this experiment. Some theoretical validation

for this observation has been given in [1,4,10]. Consequently, we developed a two-dimensional

model for this experiment based on energy minimization with a rotationally invariant double-

well energy density that has linear elastic moduli close to those of the Cu-14at.%Al-3.9at.%Ni

alloy [11].
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We used the finite element method and a variation of the Polak-Ribière conjugate gradient

algorithm to solve the minimization problem. Our simulation exhibited the branching and

bending of the needles observed in the Chu-James experiment. Other models and numerical

algorithms for this phenomena have been reported in [12,13].

2. The Continuum Model.

In a fixed orthonormal basis {e1, e2} of R
2, the two-dimensional transformation matrices

for the two variants participating in the microstructure are

U1 =





α 0

0 β



 and U2 =





β 0

0 α



 ,

where α = 1.0619 and β = 1.0232 are the transformation strains [2–5]. From the experi-

mental observation, we assume that the laminate in the microstructure is composed of two

compatible deformation gradients QU1 and U2 for some rotation matrix Q with the volume

fractions λ and 1 − λ. The rotation matrix Q and the unit vector n normal to the parallel

layers are determined by the equation for a coherent interface between twinned variants

QU1 − U2 = a ⊗ n, (1)

for some vector a ∈ R
2 [2–5,9]. The experimental observation also suggests that we assume

that the gradient of the homogeneous deformation on the other side of the interface to be

RλU2 for some rotation matrix R which depends on the volume fraction λ. We approximate

the interface separating the laminated region from the homogeneous region by a planar inter-

face separating the two homogeneous states λQU1 + (1−λ)U2 and RλU2. The compatibility

condition for this laminate-single variant interface is that the rotation matrix Rλ and the

unit vector mλ ∈ R
2 normal to the planar interface must satisfy the equation

RλU2 − [λQU1 + (1 − λ)U2] = bλ ⊗ mλ (2)

for some vector bλ ∈ R
2 [2–5,9].
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For a given volume fraction λ ∈ (0, 1), we found the following solution (Q, a, n) of equation

(1) and the solution (Rλ, bλ,mλ) of the corresponding equation (2) [14]:

Q =





ξ η

−η ξ



 , a =
√

2η





β

−α



 , n =

√
2

2





1

1



 ,

Rλ = I + (λa ⊗ n + bλ ⊗ mλ)U
−1

2
, bλ = −λη

√

2 (1 + θ2)

ξ2 + λ2η2





β(1 + (1 + λ)η)

α(1 − (1 + λ)η)



 ,

mλ = − 1
√

2 (1 + θ2)





θ − 1

θ + 1



 ,

where ξ = 2αβ/(α2 + β2), η = (α2 − β2)/(α2 + β2), and θ = (1 − λ)η. We have that

mλ · n = −θ/
√

1 + θ2, so the maximum deviation of the normal to the laminate-single

variant interface mλ from the tangent to the layers of the laminate n is about 2.14◦.

We used the geometrically nonlinear theory of thermoelasticity and computed the defor-

mation y(x) of a reference domain Ωλ which minimizes the elastic energy [5, 7, 9]

Eλ(y) =

∫

Ωλ

φ(∇y(x), T ) dx

where φ(F, T ) is the elastic energy density, ∇y(x) is the deformation gradient, and T is the

temperature. We used the energy density φ(F, T ) given by [11]

φ(F, T ) =







φ0(C11, C22, C12, T ) if C11 ≥ C22,

φ0(C22, C11, C12, T ) if C11 < C22,

with

φ0(C11, C22, C12, T ) =
σ1

2

(

C11 − α2
)2

+
σ2

2

(

C22 − β2
)2

+
σ3

2

(

C11 + C22 − α2 − β2
)2

+
σ4

2
C2

12
,

where C = (Cij) = F T F is the Cauchy-Green strain tensor of the deformation gradient F

and the moduli at room temperature in gigapascals are σ1 = 27.5, σ2 = 37.2, σ3 = −11.8,

and σ4 = 16.7. We note that the energy density φ(F, T ) is minimized by the transformation

matrices RU1 and RU2 where R is any rotation matrix.

We chose the reference domain Ωλ to be a parallelogram with one vertex at the origin and

with sides of length L1 and L2 perpendicular to ±n and ±mλ, respectively (see Fig. 2). On
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Fig. 2. The reference domain Ωλ.

the right side Γr, y(x) was constrained by the compatibility condition for the laminate-single

variant interface (2) to satisfy

y(x) = RλU2x + dλ for all x ∈ Γr, (3)

where dλ = (dλ1, dλ2) ∈ R
2 is a constant vector. On the left side Γl, y(x) was constrained to

be a piecewise affine deformation that matches continuously a laminate of Nlayers periodic

layers with gradients taking the values of the transformation matrices QU1 and U2 with the

volume fractions λ and 1−λ, respectively. On the sides Γb and Γt, we imposed the periodicity

of ∇y(x) by the constraint

y(x + L2m
⊥

λ ) = y(x) + L2RλU2m
⊥

λ , for all x ∈ Γb

where L2 is the length of Γl and m⊥

λ is a unit vector perpendicular to mλ.

3. Numerical Methods and Graphics.

We used the bilinear isoperimetric finite element on a uniform mesh with four-point Gauss-

ian quadrature to discretize the continuum problem [15], and we used a variation of the

Polak-Ribière conjugate gradient algorithm to minimize the corresponding multi-variable

function.
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Fig. 3. Bent needles. Parameters: λ = .5, L1 = .061, L2 = 1, Nlayers = 20, N1 = 200,

N2 = 400, dλ = (.00184, .00171), and niter = 300.

To visualize the deformation gradient, we used a gray scale which shaded a region white

where the Cauchy-Green stretch tensor (F T F )1/2 of the deformation gradient F is close to

U1 and black where the Cauchy-Green stretch tensor (F T F )1/2 of the deformation gradient

F is close to U2. We note that our computational results are displayed in the reference

configuration, whereas the photomicrograph in Fig. 1 exhibits the deformed configuration.

The parameters in our computations were the volume fraction λ ∈ (0, 1), the length L1

of Γb, the length L2 of Γl, the number of layers Nlayers of the laminated deformation in the

boundary data for Γl, the number of subintervals N1 and N2 (or equivalently the mesh size

h1 = L1/N1 and h2 = L2/N2), the vector dλ in (3), and the maximal number of iterations

niter of the numerical method.

4. Computational Results.

Our first computational result is shown in Fig. 3. In this computation, the initial defor-

mation in the conjugate gradient iteration corresponds to the deformation which is identical

to the laminated deformation in the boundary data throughout the domain except in a strip
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Fig. 4. Branched needles. Parameters: λ = .3, L1 = .0673, L2 = 1, Nlayers = 10, N1 = 200,

N2 = 400, dλ = (.00114, .00107), and niter = 400.

of elements of width h1 near the laminate-single variant interface Γr on which the deforma-

tion is linearly interpolated. To better visualize the experimental result of the needle-like

microstructure, we put a band of the homogeneous deformation on the right side of the

laminate-single variant interface. We observe in Fig. 3 a bent needle-like microstructure

that is in qualitative agreement with the experimental result of Chu and James in Fig. 1.

Our computational evidence found that the bending structure was dependent on the con-

stant vector dλ in (3), as well as on the aspect ratio of the underlying domain and on the

number of layers in the boundary data on Γl.

The second computational result is shown in Fig. 4. In this computation, the constant

vector dλ in (3) was determined by assuming that the extension of the average laminated

deformation [λQU1 + (1 − λ)U2]x from the boundary data on Γl into Ωλ is continuous with

the boundary data on Γr, so

[λQU1 + (1 − λ)U2]x = RλU2x + dλ for all x ∈ Γr.
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Hence, we obtain from the compatibility condition (2) that

dλ = −L1(mλ · n⊥)bλ where n⊥ =

√
2

2





1

−1



 . (4)

We note that the choice of dλ in Fig. 3 is given by the formula (4) with λ = .5 and L = .065.

The initial deformation in the conjugate gradient iteration in Fig. 4 was the same as used

for the previous computation Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4, we see that the needles split and get finer and finer near the laminate-single

variant interface Γr. This can be explained by the necessity that an energy-minimizing

deformation be compatible with a laminate of scale L2/Nlayers on the left boundary Γl and

be compatible with a laminate having an infinitesimal scale at the right boundary Γr. By the

compatibility condition (2), finer and finer needles can better approximate the homogeneous

state, hence lower the energy of the transition layer near the laminate-single variant interface

Γr. However, the fixed number of layers Nlayers in the boundary data on Γl determines a

macroscopic length scale L2/Nlayers that penalizes fine scale twins away from the laminate-

single variant interface Γl. As a result, the layers branch to satisfy the mutually exclusive

energy-minimizing requirements for the two boundaries Γr and Γl. We note that the fineness

of our computed branched needles is limited by the finite element mesh size.

Using a strain-gradient model, Kohn and Müller have shown that twin branching is a result

of the balance of the elastic energy and the surface energy across twin boundaries [16]. In

contrast, our computation indicates that twins can also branch when there is a fixed length

scale in the boundary data.

The last computational result is shown in Fig. 5. The constant vector dλ was determined

in the same way as in the previous computation Fig. 4. However, the initial deformation is

identical to the homogeneous deformation in the boundary data over the entire computational

domain except in a thin strip near the boundary Γl where the homogeneous deformation is

interpolated to the boundary data.
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Fig. 5. Multiple arrays of needles. Parameters: λ = .3, L1 = .068, L2 = 1, Nlayers = 10,

N1 = 200, N2 = 400, dλ = (.00115, .00108), and niter = 800.

We see from Fig. 5 that a secondary array of needles is formed and that a change of

microstructural scales occurs. This computational result may have some relation to the

complex microstructure that has been experimentally observed by several researchers [17,18].

5. Conclusion.

We have developed a geometrically nonlinear continuum model for the needle-like mi-

crostructure near the interface between twinned layers and a pure variant of martensite.

Our computations show that this model can be used to simulate the branching and bending

of twinned layers at an interface.
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